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Executive Summary !
The practicum team endeavored to do user testing on two interfaces to measure 

which one is friendlier and usable than the other. One is the current EDS search 

interface and the other is a potential developed interface. The team used Qualtrics to 

do guerrilla testing on the two interfaces. The data was collected from 55 participants 

in one afternoon and analyzed after completion. Testers determined that the majority 

of participants began their search using the search boxes, in both interfaces, but 

users were unclear on what resources were included in the query. For the next 

iteration, testers will include a search box in the interface, and add language around 

the box to describe what is included in the research. 
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Background !
EBSCO Discovery Service (EDS) is a Web Scale Discovery tool, which searches 

indexes of content across a variety of resources. NYU Libraries uses these tools to 

give library users access to electronic resources. This new mode of research, where 

you search across indexes, presents some unique challenges for libraries. NYU 

Libraries has been working on an interface to improve these issues and our project 

was to integrate it better into the research tools of the library.The UX practicum team 

decided to do guerilla user testing to compare the proposed interface, with three 

vendor search options separated, and the current interface with a search bar option 

added, and determine the usefulness of each of these interfaces. In addition to 

determining to what extent the interfaces are confusing, the testers also wanted to 

discover if users were confused about searching in EDS.  

!
Objectives 

The team tested the interface (see appendix for screenshot) to determine how clear 

the “Articles and Databases” page is to users, and how users interpret the search 

options available through EDS, federated search, and searching by content type. With 

the integration of EDS into the existing library interface, there are two presentation 

options: one, as it exists currently, with the addition of a search bar at the top to 

represent the electronic discovery system; second, as a proposed solution to 

presenting users with the separate databases, in addition to content-specific 

databases and subject-specific databases. By comparing the proposed interface and 

the live interface, users will give us a sense of which interface is the most useful, and 

where improvements can be made. 
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Method !
Usability testing is a method of garnering behavioral and qualitative data, and it is a 

useful tool to determine users’ confusion and areas for further exploration. The 

testing incorporated two EDS interfaces with different displays to be able to compare 

and contrast which elements are better and clearer to the users.  

!
The team used guerilla A/B testing to test two different mock-up designs for the EDS 

project. We chose this method because it allowed us to gather information from a 

wide range of users and it could be done in a relatively short amount of time. It was 

also the easiest way for us to do testing by the second week of the practicum. The 

test was randomized in a way that it presents two different sets of questions. One set 

tests the current design, with one search box, and the other tests a potential design 

of three search boxes. Thus, half of the respondents were tested on interface A and 

the other half on interface B. The test was piloted to 4 participants to verify its 

validity and reliability, and adjusted accordingly.  

!
Participants 

During two testing sessions, a table was set up in the main Bobst Library with two 

computers. The table was displayed with snacks available for willing participants, as 

well as signs asking users to participate in exchange for completing the test.  

!
Over the course of four hours, 55 participants were given the test. This sample 

included 28 undergraduate students, 17 graduate students, 4 faculty, and 7 staff of 

the library.  

!
Test Format 

Two scenarios were tested, randomized by Qualtrics. Participants were given the 

same questions, other than the interface question and the direct follow-up question 

(See Appendix 1). Participants were given a specific scenario to determine where to 

begin their search, and then they were asked a series of follow-up questions to 

determine their understandability of the search options, and how helpful they found 

the page.  



!
Task & Test Variation 

The test involved two varied interfaces which were randomized using Qualtrics. (See 

Appendix for images of the interfaces.) Additional variations included a different 

members of the team administering the test according to a pre-planned shifts 

schedule. Each team member of a particular shift was in charge of inviting 

participants, clearing the browser cache, or answering participants’ questions. 

!
Equipment & Set up  

For the testing purposes, we used two laptops at the table. The team rotated 

throughout the afternoon to recruit users and to administer the test. We also left an 

assortment of energy bars on the table for participants to take after completing the 

test.  
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Findings   !
Findings are broken up into two main categories of interfaces, and these are 

compared among the student affiliation. Interface A is the current interface with a 

search box added at the top of the page. (See figure 1 for details.) Interface B is the 

proposed interface, with EDS search options separated from the federated search 

options. (See figure 2 for details.) 

!
The focus of these findings will be the graduate and undergraduate students who 

participated in the study, as they are the main audience. For interface A, both 

undergraduate and graduate students were more likely to use federated search 

[using the indexes divided by subject to search multiple databases] than EDS [using 

the single search bar at the top of the page to search multiple databases]. When 

asking users about the clarity of the interface, undergraduates understood interface 

A better than graduates students.  

!
For both interfaces, the graduate student responses showed that they were unclear 

about the layout. When using interface B, undergraduate students were more like to 

leave the page when presented with multiple search bar options.  

!
Overall, users utilized the search bar options in both interfaces, but there are 

improvements to be made in how the search bar and surrounding language presents 

content. General observations include users wanting more information on their search 

query and what each section of the page actually included.  

!



!
Questions to answer in phase 2: 

• Are graduate students more inclined to use a specific interface based off 

their previous research experiences?  

• Do undergraduate students want to be guided more in their research? 

• Would it be helpful to use different language for the search bar on the 

page; should EDS be re-branded as “general article search”? 
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Summary & Recommendations  !
In interface B, there was a wide range of areas that users selected when searching for 

information, but it is very disruptive on the page. If the research options could be 

consolidated into different tabs, in addition to adding helpful one-liners, this could 

create a more user-friendly experience. For example, the search options listed in 

interface B could be greatly improved if a question such as, What am I searching?, or 

text in the search box stating what this tool includes in the search, was added.  

!
Another addition to the language changes on the interface, it might also be beneficial 

to add a branding term for this search tool. The team brainstormed several terms and 

came up with “CatScan” (see figure 3 & 4). This would make it easier for research 

instruction, and give users a frame of reference when using this tool.  

!
In addition to exploring other language options to clarify the search bars and indexes, 

it would be helpful to determine how users group the information that is already 

available. Do they understand searching for content under “Database Type”, “Article 

by Subject”, or through a general search? To capture this information, another round 

of testing on the existing interface, with slight alterations, would be necessary. After 

determining how users understood this different interface, it would help make the 

final recommendation for integrating EDS into NYU’s research pages.  
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Appendices !
Appendix One: Questions 
1. NYU Libraries is conducting usability testing about our online resource interfaces.  
Your participation will help us determine where improvements can be made to our 
interfaces. 

Participating in NYU Libraries usability testing is entirely voluntary.  Your responses 
are for internal use only. 

Do you agree to these terms and want to proceed with the survey? 

A: Y/N 

2. What is your affiliation with NYU? 

A: Undergraduate student, graduate student, faculty, staff, other 

3. Have you used the library’s website before? 

A: Y/N 

4. You're looking for an article on the Brooklyn Bridge. Using the image below click 
where you would begin looking for this information. Then select the '>>' button. 

A: Participants select an area on the interface. 

5. Interface A: What function does the search box pictured above perform? 

Select the best answer from the options below: 
■ The search box searches the subject categories below 
■ The search box searches the entire library website 
■ The search box searches for articles across a wide variety of resources 

6. How clear is this page to you? 

A: Likert scale, Not clear - Clear 

5. Interface B: What function does the search box pictured above perform? 

Select all of the options that apply: 

■ One of the search boxes searches articles across a wide variety of 
resources 

■ Two of the search boxes are database searches 
■ All three search boxes search the same resources 
■ The three search boxes search different resources 
■ The search boxes search the subjects listed on the right side of the page 
■ The search boxes search some of the subjects listed on the right side of 

the page 
■ I am not sure 

6. How clear is this page to you? 



A: Likert scale, Not clear - Clear 

7. If you want to participate in another usability test, please enter your e-mail address. 
Leave text box blank if you aren't interested. 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Appendix Two: Interfaces 

!  

Figure 1. Interface A- this is the current interface, plus the addition of the search box 

at the top of the page. 
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!  

Figure 2. Interface B- this is the proposed interface for integrating the database 

subscriptions into the research tools.  
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Figure 3. Proposed interface, with improved language and Cat Scan branding. 

!

!  

Figure 4. Close-up view of Cat Scan search tool. !!!
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